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Never worry about understanding permutations and combinations again! Are you ready to master

permutations and combinations? If you answered yes, then you'll want to download this audiobook

today. Here's a brief overview of the chapters: Chapter one of the book reviews the basics of

permutations and combination, to provide you with a big picture view of counting problems Chapter

2 delves deeper, to provide you a solid understanding of permutations Chapter 3 focuses on

exploring combinations and how it is different from permutations Chapter 4, you'll learn how to solve

more difficult mixed problems of permutations and combinations Chapter 5 dives deeper to provide

a complete understanding of how permutations and combinations are applied in the lottery Finally,

in Chapter 6, you'll learn how combinations can help you solve more complex poker problems. And

much, much more!
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This book is very interesting and full of useful information. The author gives examples of how to

understand using permutation and combinations, which are a central part of many probability

problems.This book provides a gentle introduction to probability and ramps up to complex ideas

quickly. It is well written and easy to understand. I recommend this guide for those in need of this

type of information.

Loving math and statistics, i found this book very interesting and full of great information and I was

intrigued about probability for a while, and finally, I took the time to learn more and very good



introduction to Permutations and Combinations and in this version I added examples for how

combinations & permutations relate to the Lottery, the classic urn problem, card problems and other

examples that he notes above and one thing I really like is that he walks through each example

step-by-step and carefully, so you can really understand his explanations. Much better example

explanations than most books.

In this article, IÃ¢Â€Â™ve learned something about permutations and combinations. This is actually

one of confusing topic for me which is hardly to understand. This article outlined the basic concepts

for permutations, combinations and probability questions and show the techniques to use to answer

them quickly and accurately.

The book is like new! And the bookseller is very patient. The book is about advanced

probability.The book is concise enough that it makes a good reference--however, the organization

isn't as suited for a reference as say Loeve's texts. It is written at the same level as a graduate text

in real analysis.

I utilized this book for my probability class.However, the greatest issue is the problems. The initial

couple of issues are too simple. At that point the trouble increments exponentially. The introduction

is once in a while not the most compact and the material is not really composed in the most

coherent way, but rather what I required is in there. I simply wish that the responses to the even

numbered issues were included.Undoubtedly, the best basic likelihood course reading in the

universe. Try not to be tricked by imitators.Overall good and informative read...!

The book is clear, concise, and relatively comprehensive. Worth my time and money. The examples

are very interesting with clear discussions. The author and translator have done great job in making

complicated topic approachable.

A great scientific analysis of the possibilities of probability and real-world examples and

demonstrations provided in this book. Put the probabilities to work for you and win big more often!

Great book! I didn't just want to learn it, I wanted to master it the whole game. I become so much

better after this. Thanks
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